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Who are we?
A global hub for resources, contacts, expertise

Help on sustainability, funding, reporting, management

211 member organizations in 82 countries

13 Conferences: 8,000 journalists, 140 countries 

A voice for world’s investigative journalists

A network for reporting and collaboration

A defender of our colleagues under fire





Our conferences
#GIJC13 - Rio de Janeiro, Brazil - https://gijc2013.org/

#IJASIA14 - Manila, Philippines - https://2014.uncoveringasia.org/

#GIJC15 - Lillehammer, Norway - https://gijc2015.org/

#IJASIA16 - Kathmandu, Nepal - https://2016.uncoveringasia.org/

#GIJC17 - Johannesburg, South Africa - https://gijc2017.org/

#IJASIA18 - Seoul, South Korea - https://2018.uncoveringasia.org/

#GIJC19 - Hamburg, Germany - https://gijc2019.org/

#GIJC21 - Online: 1-5 November 2021



GIJN publishes in twelve languages every day on multiple

platforms with the latest on investigative journalism tips,

tools, and opportunities worldwide. 

More information: gijn.org/join-our-global-community/

Join our 300,000 strong
global community, with
our resources, posts,
and tools reaching
millions every year.



GIJN publishes in eight languages every day on multiple

platforms with the latest on investigative journalism tips,

tools, and opportunities worldwide. 

GIJN delivers!

Get the latest in investigative journalism around the world in your email.

The GIJN Bulletin is free and distributed to journalists and others in +100 countries.

Available in English, Arabic, Bangla, Chinese, French, Russian, and Spanish.

More information: gijn.org/gijn-newsletters/



GIJN publishes in eight languages every day on multiple

platforms with the latest on investigative journalism tips,

tools, and opportunities worldwide. 

GIJN Email & Text Groups

For women, Africans, French & Russian speakers, and journalists worldwide.

Great tools for finding colleagues and getting help around the globe.

+3,000 journalists

More information: gijn.org/join-our-global-community/



GIJN Help Desk
A space designed to help investigative journalists around the world.







www.gijn.org



GIJN YouTube Channel
+500 videos, 5 languages







Write for Us!
Interested in Contributing? 

Send a brief pitch or three, along with links to recent work and a bio or CV to hello@gijn.org.

Story Ideas: Tips and Tools, How They Did It, Case Studies, Investigative Journalism in the News, Profiles,

Innovation Trends and Projects, Round-Ups and Listicles, Resource Center Guides and How-Tos

+ info: https://gijn.org/about/write-for-us/
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